DJI FLIGHTHUB ENTERPRISE Release Notes

Date: 2019.05.10
DJI FlightHub Enterprise: v1.1.0
DJI Pilot PE App: v1.3.0

What’s New?

DJI FlightHub Enterprise:
• Added Device Maintenance page.
• Added Mapping and Oblique functions on the Mission Planning page.
• Added interfaces for mobile application in Web SDK.
• Improved user experience.

DJI Pilot PE App:
• Added Oblique function to create 5 flight routes based on the mission area. Photos captured can be used with DJI Terra or other software for 3D modeling.
• DJI FlightHub Enterprise users can sync Mapping and Oblique missions from the FlightHub Enterprise webpage to DJI Pilot PE.
• Added a function to reset gimbal parameters.
• Optimized overall app quality.